Notice Inviting Quotations

Sealed quotations in separate envelope of technical and commercial bid kept in one sealed outer envelope, are invited for “HP COLOR LASER JET M 476DW MFP PRINTER PART NO-CF387A” as per specifications given below. Your sealed quotation should reach within 15 days from the date of advertisement to, Prof. H.K. Malik, Room no: MS-519, Department of Physics, Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi (IIT Delhi), HauzKhas, New Delhi-110016. Your quotation must be super-scribed “HP COLOR LASER JET M 476DW MFP PRINTER PART NO-CF387A”.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION FOR “HP COLOR LASER JET M 476DW MFP PRINTER PART NO-CF387A”

1) 50-sheet automatic document feeder (ADF) with single-pass, dual-head scanning
2) Flatbed scanner
3) 150-sheet output bin
4) One-door access to the preinstalled cartridges
5) 50-sheet multipurpose tray
6) 250-sheet input tray 2
7) 3.5-inch (8.89 cm) color touchscreen control panel with HP Business Apps
8) Built-in wireless direct and touch-to-print capabilities
9) Easy-access USB port
10) Built-in automatic two-sided printing
11) Convenient front on/off button
12) Telephone line out port
13) RJ-11 fax port
14) Built-in wireless networking
15) Fast Ethernet network port
16) Hi-Speed USB 2.0 printing port

Terms & Conditions:
1. The quotations must have validity of at least four months.
2. Sealed quotations should be in separate envelops of technical and commercial bid kept in one sealed outer envelope.
3. Please quote prices of imported items at FOB (Freight on Board) IIT Delhi inclusive of all taxes, freight and delivery charges.
4. The products will be used for educational purposes. Any applicable academic institution discounts should be offered and stated.
5. Detailed Brochures should accompany the offer.
6. If the bidder is an authorized dealer then the authorized Indian dealership certificate from the principles should be enclosed.
7. Three year comprehensive warranty.
8. Payment will be through irrevocable letter of Credit.
9. In case the items are proprietary products of the company, a proprietary item certificate stating the same must be provided.
10. Institute reserves the right to accept or reject any or all the quotations without assigning reasons thereof.
11. Details of User List with phone number and email ID should be provided.